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What puzzled her was that she didn’t even see Mark’s figure, and she couldn’t help
feeling a little lost.
“Hehe~”
“Isn’t Sister Wan Yu always hating boys the most, why do you start to care about my
Mark brother
now?”
An Qi smiled happily.
Hearing this, Meng Wanyu’s face changed slightly, and he took up his palm and
threatened and said: “I
want to beat you!”
“Are you going to tell me?”
Meng Wanyu pretended to be angry.
An Qi stuck out her tongue, and then briefly told Meng Wanyu about the battle between
Mark and Chu
Zhengliang before.
“What?”
“You mean, he… he won Chu Zhengliang, the Patriarch of the Chu Family?”
“My God?”
“Is he really that powerful?”
Hearing this result, Rao was Meng Wanyu, and he couldn’t help but guarantee. Calm.
In a pair of eyes, there was horror and horror.
Although he had seen Mark’s ability, Meng Wanyu never dreamed of it, and even Chu
Zhengliang would
be defeated by him.
“Yes.”
“Brother Mark is super awesome.”
“Sister Wan Yu, it’s a shame that you didn’t see it.”
“Brother Mark was so handsome when he was so powerful ~”
“Even the Chu family I was defeated by Brother Mark!”
“At this moment, Brother Mark has entered the Chu family and accepted the apology
from the Chu
family, and then will lead the Chu family to go to the hot summer to apologize to Brother
Mark’s
mother.”
An Qi said with a idiot beside her.
Hearing all this, Meng Wanyu and Old Han were both stunned.
“He…he actually did it?”



“Really a guy who can write miracles.”
Meng Wanyu’s heart surged, and she had been unable to calm down for a long time
when she learned
of the result.
She suddenly envied An Qi.
Envy her, unexpectedly met such a good boy.
Even Meng Wanyu is like this, let alone Old Han?
After learning that Mark had succeeded, the old man knelt on the ground immediately,
tears bursting
into tears.
“Little lord, you did it~”
“Thirteen years.”
“Little lord, you finally succeeded.”
“Your hard work and persistence over the years have finally produced successful
flowers.”
“If the old master is here , I will definitely be happy for you!”
Facing the direction of the Chu family, Old Han wept bitterly and couldn’t help crying.
The joy in my heart is even more expressive.
For so many years, what they have done is not what they are today?
The Chu family bowed their heads and bowed their clan to bow and apologize in order to
return justice
back then.
The once illusory plan has finally become a reality.
Today, Mr. Han is like the hardworking old farmer, finally waiting for the harvest this
autumn.
“You are Old Han, right?”
“Pay attention to your body.”
Seeing that Old Han was so excited, Gaia and others stepped forward to help.
The members of the Dragon Temple are scattered, and they have always been in
remote single-line
communication.
Therefore, Gaia and the others have only heard the voice of the chief steward of the
Dragon Temple,
and they have not seen him.
Now that they heard this familiar voice, Gaia and the others instantly confirmed the
identity of Old Han.
“Haha~”
“It’s okay.”
“I was injured a little bit, and the little lord has stabilized my injury.”
“After we triumph, we can treat it again.”
“However, what makes me even more happy is that , Everyone is still alive.”
“It’s okay to be alive~”
“Our Dragon Temple, there is no one missing.”
Looking at the unscathed Gaia and others in front of him, Old Han was very pleased.
“Haha~”
“It’s still our dragon master’s majesty.”
“After this triumph, we must have a big banquet and celebrate.”
“At the same time, make my Dragon Temple public so that the world knows the power of
my Dragon



Temple?”
Gaia and others all smiled, full of joy, the joy of victory after a great battle.
However, their happiness did not last long.
Suddenly~
Boom~ There was
a dull boom , like a horror.
Just as if a nuclear bomb exploded from the Chu family, an explosive force radiated out
in all directions.
“This…”
“This is?”
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Just in the midst of everyone’s horror, the Chu family was full of majestic energy and
swept out.
The boulder exploded, and the gate shattered.
Along with the wind and sand, dozens of figures flew out like a cannonball.
Bang Bang Bang ~
low booming sound, sounded one after another.
Finally, it smashed to the ground fiercely.
Several mouthfuls of blood scattered all over the floor.
“This is?”
“The thirty-six inner guards of the Chu family?”
“My God!”
“What happened?”
“Who is so awesome?”
“It defeated the thirty-six of the Chu family in one fell swoop. Nei Wei?”
Outside of the Chu family, many of the Chu Clan experts quickly recognized those who
vomited blood
and flew upside down, all of them were the Chu Clan’s inner defense experts.
After recognizing, these people were even more frightened.
You know, more than half of the internal guards of the Chu family are all masters.
So many martial arts masters were defeated at the same time, it was the first time they
saw them in so
many years.
“Could it be?”
Just as everyone secretly speculated, a young figure in the Chu family had gradually
risen.
He stood in the void, his eyes full of anger.
Above the original delicate face, the murderous intent was already revealed at this time.
“It’s Chu Tianfan!”
“Really Chu Tianfan?”
“What the hell happened?”
“Didn’t it have been negotiated?”
“What’s this, suddenly started?” The sudden
change in front of them undoubtedly made everyone confused and confused.
However, when everyone was stunned and puzzled, there was an angry voice from
within the Chu
family.



“Chu Family Inner Guard, listen to my orders!”
“Jieyunyang Immortal Array!”
“Do your best to kill this abandoned Chu family, a rebellious thief!” The
low anger echoed like thunder.
The members of the three families of Chumen outside were shocked when they heard
this.
“What?”
“Yunyang cents phased array?”
“My God!”
“Chu family went so far as to protect the family are a big fuss out of?”
“It was really hard to keep Chutian where, ah?”
In that After the Chu Family wanted to use the Yunyang Immortal Formation, the elders
of Chumen were
undoubtedly shocked and their pupils shrank and burst.
You know, in their memory, the Chu Family has used Yunyang Immortal Phase
Formation once for so
many years.
That was the time when a civil strife broke out in the Chumen. Chu Yuan, the former
leader of the
Chumen, was attacked and seriously injured.
If it weren’t for the protection of the Yunyang Immortal, whether the Chu family could
survive the
catastrophe that year would have to say otherwise.
Now that the Yunyang Immortal Phase Array reappears in the world, this naturally
makes people feel
particularly shocked!
This undoubtedly means that Mark has pushed the Chu Family into desperation!
Whoosh whoosh~
As Chu Shen’s words fell, the Chu family’s internal guard who was swept by Mark just
now flew up again
like a chicken blood.
Then, these thirty-six powerhouses were separated around Mark.
Surround Mark with an unusually weird position!
Afterwards, these 36 internal guards of the Chu family, in groups of twelve, were paired
with each other,
their auras matched each other, and their palms touched.
A person’s power is small, but when dozens of strong people gather, the power that
bursts out is
undoubtedly huge.
What’s more, these people condense their personal strength to the extreme through the
Chu Family’s
secret arts.
In the blink of an eye, everyone could see that those Chu Family’s internal guards
seemed to be
integrated.
First, the twelve wolf-level internal guards gathered, and palms joined each other, until
the strength of
the remaining eleven was poured into one person.



After the last person received the power infusion, his eyes suddenly opened, and his
breath rose by
several points.
Immediately afterwards, the person slammed the ground and let out a long roar:
“Yunyang wolf
formation!”
As the twelve wolf-level inner guards completed their power, the remaining tiger-level
inner guards and
dragon-level inner guards, Also both exerted strength and roared together.
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